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Introduction and summary

Jobs have taken center stage in the development agenda since the financial crisis 
of 2008. The Just Jobs Network works to promote just jobs—those complete with 
appropriate compensation, social protections, labor rights, and opportunities for 
economic mobility—as the basis for broad-based, sustainable economic growth. 

As part of that effort, we have developed a new international measure of fair 
jobs—the Just Jobs Index—to broaden the global discourse on employment 
beyond the common emphasis on unemployment and to address job quality. 

The Just Jobs Index, or JJI, illustrates that an initiative to examine the relative 
availability of just jobs in countries at different stages of development is not only 
possible but also insightful. At the same time, our efforts show just how far there is 
to go in filling in the data gaps for developing and developed countries alike. 

The JJI assesses the nature and extent of fair jobs at a country level and creates a 
vivid picture of work opportunities, income and employment security, and equal-
ity of treatment and working conditions. It is the first international measure of 
its kind and offers an essential complement to various indices such as the human 
development index, or HDI, that aggregately measure development. The JJI 
can be a useful analytical tool to identify countries that are successfully provid-
ing quality employment opportunities. It can also help researchers identify the 
mechanisms by which economic growth translates into higher standards of human 
welfare and more efficient economic and social development, and vice versa. 

In addition, the JJI reveals interconnections among the various dimensions of job 
creation and how working conditions can be improved. This enables policymakers 
to target resources and design policies more effectively. 

The findings presented in this issue brief represent only the preliminary estimates 
and analyses of just jobs in many developed and developing nations across the 
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world. Despite the exciting possibilities, however, this version of the index is lim-
ited by the lack of data in both developing and developed countries.

Good policymaking requires good data. Without good data, we cannot accu-
rately identify where policy is working and where it is failing. Unfortunately, the 
vast majority of countries do not have all of the relevant data that would allow 
researchers and policymakers to measure employment availability, opportunity, 
and quality. Dimensions such as social protection and social dialogue, which we 
struggled to include in this initial version of the JJI, could be more fully incorpo-
rated into future versions if the data become available.

This issue brief summarizes the new index’s preliminary findings, explains how 
the index was constructed, and suggests ways the index might communicate core 
findings that governments, development agencies, and other stakeholders can use 
to address the jobs concern and identify relevant policy measures.
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The Fafo Institute for Applied International Studies (Fafo AIS) is an independent and 

interdisciplinary research institute with a particular focus on countries undergoing 

structural changes through development, transition and conflict. Fafo implements 

applied research world-wide, including large-scale surveys and qualitative fieldwork 

involving vulnerable populations and under challenging conditions such as conflict 

and natural disasters. In addition, Fafo conducts evaluations and policy research, 

both at home in Norway and abroad. Fafo AIS has researchers with a range of 

expertise in statistics, economics, political science, sociology, anthropology, law, 

public health and nutrition. To find out more about Fafo visit www.fafo.no.


